ABSTRACT. A partial Lindenbaum algebra TA, where A is a theory extending Peano arithmetic and T G {LTn,£n}, is the full Lindenbaum algebra for A restricted to sentences in A provably equivalent to rn-sentences.
Introduction.
In the following A and B will be any consistent r.e. extensions of P (Peano arithmetic). Let ~^ be the equivalence relation defined by p ~a i{> iff A \~ ip 4-> ip. It is well known that the full Lindenbaum algebras for extensions of P are all isomorphic. The main result of §3 is that this is not the case for partial Lindenbaum algebras. In §2 we show some results on partially conservative sentences which are used later on. Notions not defined in the paper are standard and may be found in [2 or 4] . We will freely use Craig's theorem (cf. [2] ) and constructions via diagonalization. We shall also need the following lemma. LEMMA 2. If X is r.e., then there are T,n-formulae 9q(x),6i(x) satisfying, for
PROOF. Let G(x,y) be a p.r. relation such that X = {k: 3mG(k,m)}, and let l(x,y) be a p.r. binumeration of G. For ¿ = 0,1 let £¿(z),C¿(x,t/), and 6i(x) be, respectively, £"-, n"_i-, and S"-formulae such that the following is provable in A for all k: It is now easy to verify that
and thus
This proves (iii).
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We are now ready for the PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Apply Lemma 2 to X = Th(A), and let p be such that Ar-<p<-+Oo(<p)V01(0).
Since A is consistent we have by Lemma 2(ii) that p £ X, so A\/e0{p)yel{p) and, by Lemma 2(iii), 9i{p) G Cons(Un, A + ->9i-i(<p)).
In, e.g., [4] several sets of partially conservative sentences are classified as complete nJj-sets. In this direction we have THEOREM 2. The following is a complete U^-set. Evidently Y is II §. Now let X be any LT^-set. We will construct En-formulae, #o (x) and 9\{x), such that keX iff {0o(k),Oi(k))€Y.
Let R{x,y) be r.e. and S(x,y,z) be p.r. such that X={k: \fmR{k,m)} = {k: Vm3n5(rC,m,n)} and let a{x,y,z) be a p.r. binumeration of S. For i -0,1 we define a number of formulae such that the following is provable in A for all k, m.
(1) lo,i{k,m) <-► \/2:(PrfQ(Aî(rc,m),z) -► 3u < zcr{k,m,u)), 
Ö0(fc) « 3z{ço{k, z) A Vu < z-c,(fc, u)),
This may be done, using Lemma l(i), so that io,i(x, y) are Fix-formulae, "yi ,¿(x, y) are Ei-formulae, &(x) and #,(x) are £n-formulae, and C¿(x,y) are IIn_i-formulae.
Suppose first that k G X. If A F #¿(fc), it is trivial, using the fact that by (6) and (7) Ah 0¿(fc) -> ->6'1_î(fc) for all A;, that (90(k),91(k)) G Y. On the other hand, if A \f 9l(k) the same result holds by an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 2(iii).
Suppose now that k £ X. Then, by (4)- (7) and Lemma l(ii), for all m A + 0i(k)r-7iAk,m).
By (1) and (2) we may conclude that A 1/ 9i{k), and the proof is complete. It can be seen that the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 actually give stronger results than those stated in the theorems. It is also possible to show dual, but necessarily weaker, versions of the theorems. These further results will not, however, be of use in the present paper.
Partial Lindenbaum algebras.
For the rest of the paper let n > 2 and let E = E(Tn) be a partial Lindenbaum algebra for A as defined in the Introduction.
The following facts are well known (or trivial).
Facts, (i) £ is a countable, dense, distributive lattice with 0 and 1.
(ii) If L is the full Lindenbaum algebra for an extension B of P, then L = E(An).
(iii) If A is Ei-correct, then E(Hi),E(Tli) and E are pairwise nonisomorphic (in fact not elementary equivalent), since in this case aU6=liffa = lorb=l holds in£(£i) andan& = 0 iff a = 0 or b = 0 holds in E{Tli).
Let the reduction principle for E be the following sentence:
Vao,ai3&o,bi(ao u ai -^o U 6i &6o H b\ = 0&¿b0 < ao&fei < a,), where 0 is the minimal element of E. It is not difficult to show that the reduction principle is true in !?(£"), by simply imitating the usual proof of the corresponding recursion theoretic principle (cf. [5] ).
We thus have the main result of this section, namely COROLLARY 1. £(£") ^ £(IIn), and thus £(£") ^ E(Tin).
Finally we state two open problems: (A) Is E(Tn) homogeneous in the sense that all intervals are isomorphic? (B) Let EA{Yn) and EB{Tm) be partial Lindenbaum algebras for two (possibly identical) extensions of P. When does EA{Vn) = EB{rm) hold?
That the two questions are related may be seen from the fact that an interval [ao,ai] in EA(Tn) is isomorphic to EB(Tn), where B = A + ^po + 'Pi f°r [Pi] = a-i-
